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Purpose: Inverse planned intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) has helped many centers

implement highly conformal treatment planning with beamlet-based techniques. The many comparisons

between IMRT and 3D conformal (3DCRT) plans, however, have been limited because most 3DCRT

plans are forward-planned while IMRT plans utilize inverse planning, meaning both optimization and

delivery techniques are different. This work avoids that problem by comparing 3D plans generated

with a unique inverse planning method for 3DCRT called inverse-optimized 3D (IO-3D) conformal

planning. Since IO-3D and the beamlet IMRT to which it is compared use the same optimization

techniques, cost functions, and plan evaluation tools, direct comparisons between IMRT and simple,

optimized IO-3D plans are possible. Though IO-3D has some similarity to direct aperture optimization

(DAO), since it directly optimizes the apertures used, IO-3D is specifically designed for 3DCRT fields

(i.e., 1–2 apertures per beam) rather than starting with IMRT-like modulation and then optimizing

aperture shapes. The two algorithms are very different in design, implementation, and use. The goals of

this work include using IO-3D to evaluate how close simple but optimized IO-3D plans come to

nonconstrained beamlet IMRT, showing that optimization, rather than modulation, may be the most

important aspect of IMRT (for some sites).

Methods: The IO-3D dose calculation and optimization functionality is integrated in the in-house 3D

planning/optimization system. New features include random point dose calculation distributions, cost-

let and cost function capabilities, fast dose volume histogram (DVH) and plan evaluation tools, opti-

mization search strategies designed for IO-3D, and an improved, reimplemented edge/octree

calculation algorithm. The IO-3D optimization, in distinction to DAO, is designed to optimize 3D

conformal plans (one to two segments per beam) and optimizes MLC segment shapes and weights

with various user-controllable search strategies which optimize plans without beamlet or pencil beam

approximations. IO-3D allows comparisons of beamlet, multisegment, and conformal plans optimized

using the same cost functions, dose points, and plan evaluation metrics, so quantitative comparisons

are straightforward. Here, comparisons of IO-3D and beamlet IMRT techniques are presented for

breast, brain, liver, and lung plans.

Results: IO-3D achieves high quality results comparable to beamlet IMRT, for many situations.

Though the IO-3D plans have many fewer degrees of freedom for the optimization, this work finds

that IO-3D plans with only one to two segments per beam are dosimetrically equivalent (or nearly

so) to the beamlet IMRT plans, for several sites. IO-3D also reduces plan complexity significantly.

Here, monitor units per fraction (MU/Fx) for IO-3D plans were 22%–68% less than that for the

1 cm� 1 cm beamlet IMRT plans and 72%–84% than the 0.5 cm� 0.5 cm beamlet IMRT plans.

Conclusions: The unique IO-3D algorithm illustrates that inverse planning can achieve high quality

3D conformal plans equivalent (or nearly so) to unconstrained beamlet IMRT plans, for many sites.

IO-3D thus provides the potential to optimize flat or few-segment 3DCRT plans, creating less

complex optimized plans which are efficient and simple to deliver. The less complex IO-3D plans

have operational advantages for scenarios including adaptive replanning, cases with interfraction and

intrafraction motion, and pediatric patients. VC 2012 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1118/1.4709604]
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I. INTRODUCTION

The combination of inverse planning and beamlet-based in-

tensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) delivery has led

to the broad availability of highly conformal therapy in many

institutions. Modern IMRT planning and delivery, however,

routinely require large amounts of effort for both commission-

ing and daily use, including patient plan-specific QA.1 IMRT

treatment delivery [for static (SMLC), dynamic (DMLC),

tomotherapy, or other IMRT delivery techniques] makes use

of sophisticated hardware and software and is often time con-

suming as well as complex. Highly complex IMRT treatment

deliveries have been involved in some recent treatment misad-

ministrations which have focused new attention on complex-

ity in radiotherapy planning and delivery.1–3

In an attempt to study whether the highly conformal

dose distributions obtained with IMRT can also be created

with simpler 3D conformal (3DCRT) plans, the inverse-

optimized 3D (IO-3D) conformal planning method

described here applies the advantages of inverse planning

to simple, flat 3DCRT fields, or fields which include a very

small number (one or two) of additional segments in one or

more fields. This work uses comparisons of these simple

but optimized IO-3D plans versus those optimized with

beamlet IMRT to illustrate both the similarities and differ-

ences between the dose distributions which are achievable

with the two methods.

It is important to note that the IO-3D method is quite dif-

ferent from the previously published direct aperture optimi-

zation (DAO) methods.4–7 Most published DAO methods

begin the optimization process using a beamlet description

of the beam and perform a beamlet optimization for a num-

ber of iterations. The algorithm then chooses candidate

apertures after sequencing the intensity distributions and

performs further optimization on this relatively large num-

ber of apertures (typically at least 5–10 per field). Most

DAO methods are used to directly produce SMLC IMRT

plans which fall under the same intensive QA requirements

as plans generated using fluence optimization followed by

leaf sequencing, although there have been a few studies

which have studied DAO plans with the number of allowed

segments per beam direction limited to very few segments

per beam direction.5 In distinction to DAO, the IO-3D

method has been designed to optimize simple 3DCRT plans

and those with a very limited number of additional seg-

ments. IO-3D directly optimizes the shapes and weights of

segments originally created by the planner, without any use

of beamlet-based fluence optimization or dose calculation,

or a need for more than one shape per beam direction.

IO-3D can thus be applied to any conformal plan, even

those with just two or three flat fields.

In the current work, quantitative comparisons of clini-

cally derived IO-3D plans and optimized beamlet IMRT

plans are shown for a number of clinical treatment sites,

including breast, brain, liver, and lung. The same beam

directions, clinical goals, cost functions, evaluation criteria,

and plan metrics are used for the plans, and all analyses are

performed in an identical manner to make the comparisons

as quantitative as possible. This work studies only IO-3D

plans with one to three segments per field and does not

address more complex aperture based IMRT plans which

can be designed using more segments per field or complex

clinical sites (e.g., head/neck) which have multiple

complex target volumes and many different normal tissues

involved.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

II.A. Optimization system

All planning in this study has been performed using the

in-house developed 3D planning and optimization system,

UMPlan/UMOpt.8–11 The basic characteristics of this system

have been previously described. The current version consists

of software developed in FORTRAN, C, and Cþþ, and makes

use of GKS and OpenGL for graphics, as well as a special

version of AVS.10 The system runs on HP Alpha worksta-

tions, uses PCs with X-windows, and uses both OpenVMS

alpha servers and a large Linux Parallel Cluster as calcula-

tion servers.

II.B. IO-3D conformal planning

3DCRT and few-segment plans in this work have been

optimized using the IO-3D conformal planning algorithm

originally described in 2000.12 IO-3D uses random down-

hill search strategies to optimize the shape and weight of

all segments in a 3D or multisegment plan. The algorithm

is based on use of a perturbational implementation of an

improved version of the edge/octree dose calculation

model13,14 which allows for fast calculation of the complete

3D dose distribution change due to a change in beam

weight or collimation (e.g., moving a single MLC leaf).

The algorithm is used to optimize the shapes and weights

of all segments originally defined for the given plan using

search methods designed to address the difficult search

space associated with few-segment plans. In this work, we

do not investigate the creation of segments by the optimiza-

tion algorithm, though segments which were changed to

zero weight by the optimization were removed from further

consideration for speed reasons. The IO-3D algorithm uses

the same points, the same plan and metric evaluation meth-

ods, and the same “costlet-based” objective function meth-

ods (described by Kessler et al.11) as the beamlet-based

optimizations.

Although this work bears a superficial similarity to pub-

lished DAO methods,4–7 the IO-3D algorithm is in fact

quite different, as summarized in Table I. From the overall

goal of the algorithm (optimized 3DCRT rather than effi-

cient IMRT) to the details of the search algorithms, the

DAO and IO-3D algorithms have very different characteris-

tics. The IO-3D algorithm does not start with a fluence and

beamlet-based optimization to generate the multiple initial

segments for the optimization like DAO. Rather, this algo-

rithm begins with the routine calculation of the dose distri-

bution for each field, where each field can consist of one or
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more MLC segment shapes (and weights). Typically, the

initial segment shapes are defined by simple beam’s eye

view conformation of the field shape to the target shape. If

desired, one or more additional segment shapes per beam

angle can be created: typically these segment shapes would

be determined geometrically by excluding important nor-

mal tissues which overlap the target projections of the ini-

tial segments15 or by adding a segment or two to address

target dose nonuniformity.16 After the initial dose calcula-

tion for each segment is performed, the IO-3D algorithm

begins its search. Using one of a number of search strat-

egies, a single MLC leaf is chosen for a move and then

moved by a step size determined by the search strategy

and/or user-defined parameter (step sizes can vary down to

1 mm). The perturbation to the dose distribution for this

one change is calculated and added into the current dose,

and then a short optimization is run considering changes in

all the segment weights. The search strategy then decides

whether to accept the leaf motion plus the optimal segment

weightings found in the (inner loop) weight optimization,

followed by moving on to the next step in the MLC leaf

search strategy. The “inner” loop which finds the best seg-

ment weights each time an MLC leaf is moved is crucial, as

it allows the optimization to progress toward high quality

solutions in an incremental way, just as small beamlet

weight changes do in a typical IMRT optimization.

Several different search strategies are available within the

IO-3D optimization system to allow the user versatility when

optimizing different types of cases. Two ordered search strat-

egies are available—“Ordered” and “Ordered-Push”—which

attempt to move each leaf by the defined step size while pick-

ing the next leaf in an ordered fashion, moving around each

beam. The Ordered search strategy is capable of moving

each leaf once per iteration, while the Ordered-Push can move

each leaf as far as the cost function will allow for each

iteration. In addition, two random search strategies are also

available: “Random” and “RandomBeamþMLC.” Random

attempts to move randomly chosen MLC leaves for a given

number of iterations for each beam. The RandomBeamþMLC

search strategy, however, will choose a random MLC leaf

within a random beam for each iteration, so it searches in all

fields concurrently. Qualitative observations have shown that

the ordered search around all the leaves of each MLC segment

typically results in smoother segment shapes, while the ran-

dom search methods may result in more complex shapes. The

jaw positions can also be included in the search strategies but

this is often of little importance. The one exception is for small

SRS or SBRT MLC-shaped fields, as 1 or 2 mm changes in

the jaw positions at the top and bottom of the MLC apertures

can be very important to the overall conformality of an SBRT

plan.

In order to show that the effect of the chosen search strategy

on the dosimetric outcome of the plan is typically negligible, a

simple six-field, noncoplanar brain case was optimized four

separate times using the previously mentioned search strat-

egies. For each optimization, the same starting MLC positions

and beam weights, the same cost function, and the same step

size and iteration parameters were used. The dose volume his-

togram (DVH) results shown in Fig. 1 show that all search

methods are capable of producing dosimetrically similar plans.

For the purposes of this study, the RandomBeamþMLC

search was employed followed by the Ordered-Push search

strategy to promote smoother aperture shapes at the end of

optimization.

II.C. Beamlet-based optimization

The beamlet-based IMRT planning used here makes use

of the standard in-house IMRT planning methods within the

UMOpt inverse planning/optimization system. Dose for the

beamlet IMRT plans (created with 0.5� 0.5 or 1� 1 cm2

beamlets) is calculated with a convolution/superposition

dose calculation algorithm derived from the work of Mackie

et al.,17 using energy spectrums and other corrections

derived from the BeamNRC Monte Carlo code modeling the

accelerator. Various search algorithms for the beamlet inten-

sities are implemented, but for this work, only a quasi-

Newton gradient method is used. All objective functions for

TABLE I. Differences between IO-3D and DAO methods.

Method IO-3D DAO

Plan type used for initial setup 3D CRT IMRT (beamlets)

Segment creation Defined by planner Created by algorithm by sequencing

beamlet IMRT plan

No. of segments typically used 1 or 2 per beam direction 5–20 (Refs. 4–7)

Search resolution Minimum step sizes set by user,

as small as 1 mm leaf changes possible

Typically defined by beamlet

sizes used for pencil

beam corrections to segment

dose calculation

Search strategy Multilevel search: the inner loop of the search

optimizes all the segment weights as part

of each proposed MLC leaf change

Beamlet-type additions or removal from shapes,

followed at end by segment weight optimization

Segments used Starts with number defined by planner,

reduces if possible

Number defined by various algorithm parameters,

including minimum segment size,

maximum number allowed, etc.

Overall goal Simplest conformal plan which

satisfies optimization criteria

More efficiently delivered IMRT plan
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the optimization use the costlet functionality described by

Kessler et al.11 Since the beamlet IMRT plans are intended to

demonstrate the optimal result that can be achieved with

IMRT, the MLC sequencing is performed with a large number

of segments (typically up to 100 per beam) so that the deliver-

able IMRT plan achieves intensities with very little degrada-

tion due to the sequencing step (note: this is also our clinical

practice). As has been shown in a number of papers, modula-

tion and the number of MUs in the field are controlled using a

number of different methods, including limiting the maximum

beamlet intensity,18 penalizing high modulation changes,19

and through use of adaptive diffusion smoothing.20

II.D. Plans, plan comparison, and evaluation

All anatomical descriptions used here were based on CT

scan sets previously obtained for radiotherapy treatment

planning at our institution, but the plans were newly created

for the current work under an IRB-approved protocol. All

target and normal structure definitions were based on the

segmentations performed for the patient’s clinical treatment,

though minor modifications to the contours were made for

consistency in the current study, if necessary.

A total of eight comparisons were performed, with two

cases each for four different sites—breast, brain, liver, and

lung. Plans were optimized using IO-3D and beamlet IMRT,

with beamlet sizes chosen based on current local clinical

practice. The cost functions for the optimization were based

on local clinical practice and were tuned to meet the plan-

ning objectives shown in Table II. In addition to the goals

listed in Table II, lower priority objectives were also

included to minimize dose to all organs and normal tissues.

For all cases, the chosen beam angles were derived from the

clinically treated beam angles. IO-3D and beamlet IMRT

plans were optimized using identical cost functions and cost-

let weighting factors for each site.

FIG. 1. DVHs showing the results achieved by using the four main search strategies in the IO-3D system.

TABLE II. Planning objectives for breast, brain, liver, and lung cases.

Structure Objectives

Partial breast inverse plan objectives

PTV 40 Gy 6 5%

Heart <1%� 3 Gy

Lung <10%� 5 Gy

Ipsilateral breast Minimize dose

Contralateral breast <1%� 5 Gy

Whole breast inverse planning objectives

PTV 50 Gy 6 5%

Heart Max� 15 Gy

Ipsilateral lung <33%� 18 Gy

Brain inverse planning objectives

PTV1 60 Gy 6 5%

PTV2 46 Gy 6 5%

Chiasm Max� 54 Gy

Eyes Max� 45 Gy

Optic nerves Max� 54 Gy

Brain-PTV2 Minimize dose

Liver inverse plan objectives

PTV 90 Gy 6 5%

Liver NTCP� 10%

Kidneys Max� 18 Gy (if cannot reach

this for both kidneys, spare one)

Cord Max� 50 Gy

Stomach Max� 55 Gy

Heart Minimize dose

Esophagus Max� 78 Gy

Duodenum Max� 55 Gy

Lung inverse planning objectives

PTV 72 Gy 6 5%, minimum of 63 Gy

Cord Max� 50 Gy

Esophagus Max� 78 Gy, NTCP� 47%

Heart Max� 40 Gy, NTCP� 5%

Lungs-GTV NTCP� 17.2%

Note: All normal structure doses were minimized after the listed planning

objectives were met.
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Plans were performed with 6 and 16X beams from a Var-

ian 21EX accelerator equipped with standard 120 leaf MLC

(0.5 and 1.0 cm width leaves). Beamlet optimization for

most plans was performed using 1 cm� 1 cm beamlets, with

the exception of brain plan comparisons which include both

1 cm� 1 cm and 0.5 cm� 0.5 cm beamlet IMRT plans. For

some IO-3D cases, additional segments (one or at most two

per beam angle) were added to existing beam angles to allow

small to moderate levels of modulation in the optimized

3DCRT plans, if the optimization found it useful. The geo-

metries for each case are presented in Fig. 2.

Each case was optimized with IO-3D and beamlet IMRT

plans and then compared quantitatively and qualitatively

using a number of metrics including DVHs, structure mean

doses, a maximum dose metric, and the dose to 99% of the

PTV volume (D99). The metric for the maximum dose val-

ues to each structure is not the max dose to a point, rather it

specifies the dose for the hottest 0.1 cc (for optic structures)

or 0.5 cc (for other structures), a metric which is much less

sensitive to sampling and resolution uncertainties. Further-

more, the outputs for NTCP limits used to constrain specific

structure doses within the optimization are compared, along

with the monitor units per fraction (MU/Fx) and the number

of segments in each plan.

III. RESULTS

III.A. Breast cases

III.A.1. Partial breast case

The original IO-3D tangential field plan for the partial

breast case was defined with four segments (two segments

per beam angle), none of which were eliminated by the

IO-3D optimization. As shown by the final DVHs in Fig. 3,

the PTV and uninvolved breast tissue doses produced by the

optimized IO-3D plan have slightly higher dose tails than

the IMRT plan (note that this is allowed by the cost func-

tion). However, the low doses to the heart and the lung were

reduced in the IO-3D plan.

While the two plans are dosimetrically similar, the delivery

efficiency of the IO-3D plan is superior. As seen in Table III,

the IMRT plan required 143 segments with 369 MU/Fx,

whereas the IO-3D plan had only four segments and could be

delivered with 173 MU/Fx. The IO-3D and IMRT dose distri-

butions (Fig. 4) are very similar.

III.A.2. Whole breast case

For the whole breast case, the IO-3D plan contained six

segments in two beam angles, all of which were utilized.

The mean doses to the heart and ipsilateral lung were similar

for both techniques. While the maximum dose to the lung

was higher with IO-3D, the maximum dose to the heart was

lower by 4 Gy for the IO-3D plan. Similar to the results

for the partial breast case, the IO-3D plan had fewer MU/Fx

and a significant reduction in the number of segments (see

Table III).

III.B. Brain cases

III.B.1. Brain 1

The original IO-3D plan for brain 1 was initially defined

with 6 noncoplanar beam directions and 12 segments (two

segments per beam angle). One segment was ultimately elimi-

nated by the IO-3D optimization (final segments shown in

Fig. 5). The DVHs in Fig. 6 show that the 0.5 cm� 0.5 cm

beamlet IMRT plan achieved the best dosimetric results by

maximizing PTV1 homogeneity, minimizing the maximum

dose to PTV2 and reducing the dose to the uninvolved brain

tissue and chiasm better than the other two optimizations. The

FIG. 2. Case geometries and beam angles: (a) and (b) Breast cases with

PTVs shown in pink, heart in red, and normal breast (for PBI case) in brown.

(c) and (d) Brain cases with innermost PTVs (PTV1) shown in dark pink,

outermost PTVs (PTV2) in light pink, normal brain in green, eyes in blue,

and optic nerves and chiasm in yellow. (e) and (f) Liver cases with PTVs

shown in pink, cord in green, kidneys in yellow, heart in red, and normal

liver in brown. (g) and (h) Lung cases with PTVs shown in pink, heart in

red, cord in green, esophagus in blue, and normal lung in white.
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IO-3D plan achieved results that were more favorable than the

1 cm� 1 cm beamlet IMRT plan by achieving a similar PTV

homogeneity while reducing the doses for the normal struc-

tures significantly. The 0.5 cm� 0.5 cm beamlet IMRT plan

required 528 segments and 932 MU/Fx, and the 1 cm� 1 cm

beamlet IMRT plan used 193 segments and 386 MU/Fx, while

the IO-3D plan required only 11 segments and 268 MU/Fx to

achieve the results shown in Fig. 6 and Table IV. The maxi-

mum and mean doses to the left and right eyes for all three

plans were less than 1 Gy and are, therefore, not included in the

DVH comparison.

III.B.2. Brain 2

For brain 2, the IO-3D plan made use of six beam angles

with two segments per angle, two of which were eliminated

during the optimization. The 0.5 cm� 0.5 cm beamlet IMRT

plan showed improved dosimetric plan quality over the

1 cm� 1 cm beamlet IMRT plan and the IO-3D plan with

increased PTV homogeneity, as seen in Figs. 7 and 8. Due to

the close proximity of the PTVs to the optic structures, the

number of degrees of freedom in the 1 cm� 1 cm beamlet

IMRT plan and the IO-3D plan were likely not sufficient to

reduce the doses of the OARs to the same level reached by

the 0.5 cm� 0.5 cm beamlet IMRT plan. However, none of

the plans violate the planning objectives in Table II. Addi-

tionally, the IO-3D plan is capable of significantly reducing

plan complexity as shown in Table IV.

III.C. Liver cases

III.C.1. Liver 1

The original IO-3D plan for liver 1 was planned and opti-

mized with seven segments, one per beam angle, and none

of the original segments were eliminated by the IO-3D opti-

mization. The IO-3D plan was able to reduce the mean doses

below that of the IMRT plan for the liver, cord, kidney,

stomach, heart, and esophagus for liver 1 (Table V). Addi-

tionally, the NTCPs for the liver were comparable between

FIG. 3. DVHs for the four segment IO-3D plan (two segments per beam direction) and the 1 cm� 1 cm beamlet IMRT plan. DVHs are shown for the partial

breast PTV, normal breast (breast-PTV) (green), ipsilateral lung (blue), and the heart (red).

TABLE III. Dose results and delivery efficiency for partial breast and whole breast cases.

Mean dose (Gy) Maximum dosea (Gy) PTV D99 (Gy) Delivery efficiency

Structure 1� 1 IMRT IO-3D 1� 1 IMRT IO-3D 1� 1 IMRT IO-3D 1� 1 IMRT IO-3D

Partial breast

PTV 39.2 39.8 41.4 42.0 37.4 36.8 MU/Fx 369 173

Heart 1.1 0.4 6.9 3.7 — — Segments 143 4

Lung 1.3 0.8 33.3 36.5 — — Delivery time estimate (min) 1.5 0.4

Whole breast

PTV 50.5 49.9 53.0 53.9 47.0 46.9 MU/Fx 305 239

Heart 1.4 1.7 34.5 30.5 — — Segments 113 6

Lung 2.0 2.4 37.6 39.3 — — Delivery time estimate (min) 2.0 0.4

aMaximum doses to 0.50 cc.
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the beamlet IMRT plan and the IO-3D plan with values of

10.3% and 10.1%, respectively. The IMRT plan required

477 MU/Fx and 307 segments while the IO-3D plan required

only 287 MU/Fx and seven segments. Maximum and mean

doses to all other structures used to constrain the optimiza-

tion (left kidney, esophagus, heart, stomach, and duodenum)

were all below 10 Gy. The DVHs for beamlet and IO-3D

plans are shown in Fig. 9.

III.C.2. Liver 2

For the liver 2 case, six beams were used, with one seg-

ment per beam angle for the IO-3D plan. No segments were

eliminated from the optimization in the IO-3D plan. The

PTV homogeneity objective (see Table II) was achieved in

both the 1 cm� 1 cm beamlet IMRT plan and the IO-3D

plan. The normal tissue doses were comparable in both plans

(see Table V) with the exception of a slightly higher maxi-

mum dose to the cord in the IO-3D plan. As expected, the

delivery efficiency was improved with the IO-3D plan com-

pared to 1 cm� 1 cm beamlet IMRT plan.

III.D. Lung cases

III.D.1. Lung 1

For case lung 1, the final IO-3D plan eliminated two of the

original nine segments and was able to reduce the mean doses

to the esophagus and the normal lung below that of the

1 cm� 1 cm IMRT plan. The IO-3D delivery efficiency was

improved, requiring only 270 MU/Fx and seven segments

compared to 488 MU/Fx and 149 segments for the

1 cm� 1 cm IMRT plan. The NTCP values for the lungs,

heart, and esophagus showed less than 1% difference between

the two plans. Dose results are shown in Fig. 10 and Table VI.

III.D.2. Lung 2

The IO-3D plan for lung 2 was planned with two seg-

ments per beam angle (ten segments total), four of which

FIG. 4. For the whole breast case, (a) and (c) 1 cm� 1 cm IMRT plan dose

color wash; (b) and (d) IO-3D plan dose color wash.

FIG. 5. BEV displays for each segment of the IO-3D Plan for brain 1.
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were eliminated by the IO-3D optimization (Fig. 11). As shown

in Table VI, the IO-3D and IMRT plans both met the clinical

planning objectives outlined in Table II. While the mean doses

for most structures in the IO-3D plan are slightly higher than

those for the 1 cm� 1 cm IMRT plan, the maximum doses in

the IO-3D plan are reduced below those for IMRT for all struc-

tures except the heart. NTCP values for both cases were similar

and clinically equivalent; however, IO-3D was able to signifi-

cantly reduce plan complexity compared to IMRT. As seen in

Fig. 12, the normal tissue doses are distributed differently for

the IO-3D and IMRT cases; however, PTV homogeneity is rel-

atively similar between the two cases.

III.E. DAO and IO-3D for one or two segments per field

One final comparison of IO-3D and beamlet IMRT plans can

be used to illustrate one of the differences between IO-3D and

DAO. The paper by Jiang et al.5 is one of the only papers to

FIG. 6. DVHs are shown for the brain 1 case for the three optimized plans (0.5 cm� 0.5 cm IMRT, 1 cm� 1 cm IMRT, and IO-3D) for PTV1, PTV2, unin-

volved brain (brain-PTV2), and the optic chiasm.

TABLE IV. Dose results and delivery efficiency for brain 1 and brain 2.

Mean dose (Gy) Maximum dosea (Gy) PTV D99 (Gy) Delivery efficiency

Structure

0.5� 0.5

IMRT

1� 1

IMRT

IO-3D 0.5� 0.5

IMRT

1� 1

IMRT

IO-3D 0.5� 0.5

IMRT

1� 1

IMRT

IO-3D 0.5� 0.5

IMRT

1� 1

IMRT

IO-3D

Brain 1

PTV1 59.7 59.6 59.9 62.7 62.8 62.9 55.6 56.0 55.6 MU/Fx 932 386 268

PTV2 48.2 49.6 49.5 57.6 58.3 58.7 42.5 41.8 41.6 Segments 528 193 11

Chiasm 1.8 3.6 3.0 2.4 5.4 4.3 — — — Delivery time

estimate (min)

5.1 2.5 0.4

R eye 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.9 0.5 — — —

L eye 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.8 0.5 — — —

Uninvolved

brain

13.6 15.0 15.1 48.0 45.1 48.5 — — —

Brain 2

PTV1 59.6 59.5 59.4 62.9 62.9 64.3 56.1 55.0 55.0 MU/Fx 1004 494 162

PTV2 49.0 50.3 50.5 57.7 58.5 59.2 42.5 41.9 40.4 Segments 426 184 10

Chiasm 16.6 23.8 20.4 46.1 48.1 45.7 — — — Delivery time

estimate (min)

4.1 2.33 0.4

R eye 0.5 0.8 0.5 1.0 1.5 1.0 — — —

L eye 1.3 1.9 5.0 5.3 8.3 16.2 — — —

L optic N 20.5 26.0 24.0 45.4 49.1 47.6 — — —

Uninvolved

brain

9.1 10.0 13.0 62.0 63.0 64.5 — — —

aMaximum doses to 0.10 cc for optic structures and 0.50 cc for all other structures.
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describe in detail plan results obtained with DAO methods as the

number of allowed segments per beam direction is decreased

from a relatively large number (about 15 segments per beam) all

the way to one segment per beam. The Jiang paper shows plots

of the final objective function value for a series of plans with

decreasing numbers of allowed segments per beam. Here, we

replot some of those results in Fig. 13, with the objective func-

tion values renormalized relative to the value for the IMRT plan

(the plan with the largest number of segments/beam, typically

around 14 or 15). In addition to the Jiang results, Fig. 13 also

shows the cost function values for several IO-3D plans relative

to the cost function value of the analogous full beamlet IMRT

plan. Though not all of the results from the comparisons are for

the same kinds of cases and plans, the general trend is still clear:

while most of the DAO plans have much larger objective func-

tion values (from 150% to 250% higher) when the number of

segments/beam gets small, the IO-3D plans achieve cost func-

tions usually within 10% or 20% of the IMRT values, for the

FIG. 7. DVHs for case brain 2 are shown for the three optimized plans (0.5 cm� 0.5 cm IMRT, 1 cm� 1 cm IMRT, and IO-3D) for PTV1, PTV2, uninvolved

brain (brain-PTV2), optic chiasm, left optic nerve, and the left eye.
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sites studied. Clearly, of course, more complicated sites like

head/neck, which have more targets, normal tissues, and costlets

than the more straightforward sites involved in this work, will

not be easily addressable with only one or two segments per field

for either of the algorithms.

IV. DISCUSSION

Inverse-planned IMRT has made the development of

highly conformal plans routinely achievable in many clinics,

since the flexibility of IMRT beams and optimization-driven

FIG. 8. For case brain 2, PTV1 (dashed blue) and PTV2 (solid blue) are shown for (a) and (d) 0.5 cm� 0.5 cm IMRT plan, (b) and (e) 1 cm� 1 cm IMRT

plan, and (c) and (f) IO-3D plan.

TABLE V. Dose results and delivery efficiency for liver 1 and liver 2.

Mean dose (Gy) Maximum dosea (Gy) NTCP (%) PTV D99 (Gy) Delivery efficiency

Structure 1� 1 IMRT IO-3D 1� 1 IMRT IO-3D 1� 1 IMRT IO-3D 1� 1 IMRT IO-3D 1� 1 IMRT IO-3D

Liver 1

PTV 90.0 90.1 92.8 93.5 — — 86.9 86.3 MU/Fx 477 287

Liver 34.3 34.0 92.7 93.5 10.3 10.1 — — Segments 307 7

Cord 2.0 1.5 8.9 4.9 — — — — Delivery time

estimate (min)

3.5 0.5

R Kidney 6.4 4.6 34.7 35.5 — — — —

L Kidney 0.2 0.4 1.0 1.0 — — — —

Stomach 2.1 1.6 7.6 9.0 — — — —

Heart 1.7 1.1 9.6 8.3 — — — —

Esophagus 3.2 1.5 5.3 2.5 — — — —

Duodenum 2.6 2.3 0.6 3.8 — — — —

Liver 2

PTV 89.5 89.5 94.5 95.8 — — 83.9 83.4 MU/Fx 632 284

Liver 26.6 26.3 94.3 95.8 0.30 0.20 — — Segments 326 6

Cord 2.7 2.3 18.3 23.8 — — — — Delivery time

estimate (min)

4.1 0.5

R Kidney 0.2 0.9 1.1 1.5 — — — —

L Kidney 0.4 0.8 1.4 1.5 — — — —

aMaximum doses to 0.50 cc.
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inverse planning methods work well together. It has been

rather difficult, however, to determine how much intensity

modulation is really necessary to achieve these highly con-

formal plans, since the IMRT and inverse planning compo-

nents are always used together. Direct comparisons between

3DCRT and IMRT have been hampered by the fact that

inverse planning was used for the IMRT while interactive

forward planning was used for 3DCRT plans, making com-

parison of goals and tradeoffs very difficult between the two

very different planning techniques.

FIG. 9. For liver 1, DVHs for the PTV, uninvolved liver (liver-GTV), and the spinal cord are shown for the 1 cm� 1 cm IMRT and IO-3D optimized plans.

FIG. 10. DVHs for the PTV, uninvolved lung (lung-GTV), heart, spinal cord, and esophagus are shown for the 1 cm� 1 cm IMRT and IO-3D optimized plans.
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In this work, an IO-3D conformal planning method is

used to optimize 3DCRT plans which consist of flat or few-

segment fields, using the inverse planning technology which

has been so powerful for planning IMRT fields. The IO-3D

plans are compared with beamlet IMRT plans in order to

investigate the relative importance of intensity modulation

versus inverse planning technology for some representative

kinds of planning problems and situations. The results of this

simple survey of different clinical sites and plan types gener-

ally show that for relatively straightforward target volumes,

IO-3D plans can achieve dosimetric results comparable to

the results obtained with inverse-planned beamlet IMRT.

Using IO-3D optimization methods, plan complexity is

reduced significantly when compared to beamlet IMRT.

For 1 cm� 1 cm beamlet IMRT, IO-3D reduces the

MU/Fx significantly, in these examples by 22%–68% com-

pared to 1 cm� 1 cm beamlet IMRT and by 72%–84% for

0.5 cm� 0.5 cm beamlet IMRT. The IO-3D plans here used

between 4 and 12 total segments (usually one or two seg-

ments per beam direction), so many fewer segments were

involved than in the beamlet plans, which allowed as many

as 100 segments per beam direction.

Although IO-3D has fewer degrees of freedom per beam

angle than IMRT, IO-3D offers some advantages over beam-

let IMRT. Probably the most important advantage of the

IO-3D algorithm is the improved resolution available

through the use of the edge/octree algorithm and the highly

controllable optimization of MLC leaf positions. The use of

the octree representation within the calculation algorithm14

gives submillimeter precision of geometric information

within the calculations (at dose gradients), while the IO-3D

search algorithm also allows changes in position as small as

1 mm if desired. In contrast, most beamlet or DAO algo-

rithms are based on beamlets and pencil beams, both of

TABLE VI. Dose results and delivery efficiency for lung 1 and lung 2.

Mean dose (Gy) Maximum dosea (Gy) NTCP (%) PTV D99 (Gy) Delivery efficiency

Structure 1� 1 IMRT IO-3D 1� 1 IMRT IO-3D 1� 1 IMRT IO-3D 1� 1 IMRT IO-3D 1� 1 IMRT IO-3D

Lung 1

PTV 71.2 70.6 76.5 74.5 — — 63.9 62.9 MU/Fx 488 270

Cord 4.9 6.2 37.5 39.9 — — — — Segments 149 7

Esophagus 14.4 13.4 69.0 69.8 1.7 1.8 — — Delivery time estimate (min) 2.0 0.5

Heart 14.1 14.1 75.5 73.9 0.0 0.0 — —

Lungs-GTV 10.8 10.2 92.5 74.0 5.2 4.7 — —

Lung 2

PTV 71.5 71.6 78.5 77.5 — — 65.0 64.1 MU/Fx 732 236

Cord 10.9 10.8 47.0 38.0 — — — — Segments 308 6

Esophagus 16.8 18.3 72.4 70.7 12.8 10.5 — — Delivery time estimate (min) 4.6 0.4

Heart 0.9 1.1 5.8 9.8 0.0 0.0 — —

Lungs-GTV 7.6 7.9 76.2 77.2 3.0 3.2 — —

aMaximum doses to 0.50 cc.

FIG. 11. BEV plots for the lung 2 IO-3D plan.
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which cannot afford the calculation resources to use milli-

meter or submillimeter geometric information.

Clearly, of course, more complex target volume–normal tis-

sue geometries (such as head and neck cases) will often require

either beamlet IMRT or more beam directions and segments if

using IO-3D. IO-3D does in fact depend on 3D planning con-

siderations, like careful choice of beam angles. As with 3D

planning, changes in the choice of beam angles and initial seg-

ment designs could affect the results obtained from the IO-3D

system. IMRT often has so many (extra) degrees of freedom

(between the number of beams and the many beamlets and

intensities which are available) that it can often generate

adequate plans even if beam angles, collimator angles, and

other parameters are defined in a generic way. Use of 3D plan-

ning skills can be helpful when developing IO-3D plans.

The present study has concentrated on the use of the IO-3D

algorithm to investigate the differences between few-segment

optimized plans and beamlet IMRT plans, rather than attempt-

ing to perform complex IMRT using optimized segments. Most

other DAO (aperture) optimization work has made use of more

segments per field, often basing the original segment shapes and

weights on the “MLC sequencing” of a beamlet fluence optimi-

zation result [see, for example, the DMPO algorithm from PINNA-

CLE (Ref. 21) and work by Shepard et al.4,5]. The current IO-3D

method is different in that it is designed to optimize 3DCRT

plans generated with simple shaped fields (one or two segments

per beam direction), rather than the usual DAO-type algorithm

goals, which are either to create more efficient IMRT field

deliveries or to avoid the plan degradation which occurs when

an IMRT intensity distribution undergoes leaf sequencing to

create the IMRT delivery trajectories for the MLC leaves. The

IO-3D algorithm does not work with beamlets or fluences at all,

rather, it directly uses the dose distributions calculated for each

segment shape, including MLC transmission, jaw locations, and

other aspects of the actual delivery geometry in the plan optimi-

zation. The dose calculations used within the IO-3D algorithm

are exactly the same dose results which will be obtained with

the final plan’s dose calculation.

In addition to providing simple, optimized 3DCRT plans

with comparable quality to complex IMRT plans, IO-3D

plans do not require the type of QA associated with IMRT

plans, which can be an involved process that uses significant

time and resources. Simpler plans may also prove beneficial

in sites with interfraction and intrafraction motion, reducing

the risk of delivering unintentional dose to normal tissues or

critical structures due to patient motion. Pediatric patients

FIG. 12. Lung 2 doses for the two optimized plans: (a) and (c) 1 cm� 1 cm beamlet IMRT plan; (b) and (d) IO-3D plan.

FIG. 13. Final cost (objective) function value for DAO or IO-3D plans rela-

tive to value for analogous IMRT (many segment) plan for a number of

sites. DAO results replotted and renormalized from Fig. 8 of Ref. 5.
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may also benefit from the reduced complexity in IO-3D plans

due to the reduction of overall leakage and transmission dose

as well as reduced treatment time (an important concern for

patients being treated under anesthesia). Finally, with the

advent of adaptive replanning, IO-3D may provide a more

feasible and time efficient solution than IMRT when looking

to reoptimize field edges due to changes within the patient.

Additional study of the IO-3D technique should be pur-

sued to optimize its use for clinical planning. As described

earlier, the search algorithms used within the technique are

important, and more efficient searches will speed the conver-

gence of the IO-3D plans, while also assuring better per-

formance in situations which might involve local minima in

the search space. More sophisticated methods for determin-

ing the initial segment shapes and weights and for creating

new segments (when useful to the optimization) can also

improve the algorithm. These enhancements will be consid-

ered in the next phase of this work.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The automated optimization of multisegment and confor-

mal treatment plans using IO-3D conformal planning has

shown the potential for achieving high quality conformal treat-

ment plans with flat and few-segment fields. The IO-3D plans

are dosimetrically very comparable to those achieved with

inverse-planned beamlet IMRT, at least for clinical targets

which are not highly complex. For a number of clinical sites,

the current study has demonstrated that all of the high priority

goals of the cost function can be achieved with each of the

techniques, though for the most complex cases, the lower pri-

ority goals may be slightly compromised for techniques with

fewer degrees of freedom available to the optimization.

The current work demonstrates the importance of inverse

planning in achieving the highly conformal plans developed

with IMRT. The highly conformal IO-3D plans show that

inverse planning is a crucial part of the treatment planning pro-

cess and in many situations may be much more important than

intensity modulation in the success of IMRT planning. This

result suggests that it may be possible to make significantly

simpler, yet highly conformal plans using the appropriate com-

binations of inverse planning and few-segment IO-3D plans

(or other less complex intensity modulation schemes). Further

work will explore the possibilities suggested by these results.
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